
C №atalogue

Name

Capacity

Gelling agent

A-OG1000 A-OG1000Z A-OG2000 A-OG2000Z

OG1000         OG1000Z         OG2000         OG2000Z

1l                   1l                      2l                   2l

no                 yes                    no                 yes

The disposable cartridges have a built-in antibacterial-hydrophobic filter which prevents the leakage

of the suctioned content on the outside of the cartridge when it is fully filled-up. This allows to protect

medical personnel and the environment from pathogens. For the additional protection

and the convenience of use the disposable cartridges may contain a special agent, which changes

the consistency of stored liquid into gel. The risk of fluid leakage out of the disposable collecting cartridge

is fully reduced.

There is an additional slot in the cover allowing the easy collection of samples from the inside

of the disposable cartridge.

UTILIZATION

The OGARIT cartridges are disposable products. Each medical facility should provide

an appropriate disposal of used cartridges as well as the liquids and secretions suctioned during

medical procedures. The disposable cartridges are made of a material that does not emit harmful

substances during combustion. The combustion or other utilization procedures should

be carried out in accordance with the internal regulations provisions of a particular health service

unit.

The disposable cartridges are designed for use with one- and two-liter reusable

collecting containers produced by OGARIT.

The disposable cartridges of 1 or 2 litres capacity

manufactured by OGARIT may be used in all electric

aspirators and aspiration sets adapted for the central

vacuum system.

The use of disposable cartridges eliminates the need to open the lid

of the reusable collecting container filled with suctioned content

for emptying. This completely reduces the contact of the medical staff

with the container's contents which ensures the highest standards

of hygiene in the workplace.
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